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Mandai Executive—Our New Venue—Back to Grass Roots
In life, when one door closes, another door opens. We were unable to secure the
next tenure at OCC after 6 years serving our students there. We are very pleased to
inform you all of our new Academy set up nearby at Mandai Executive, a venue that
really brings us back to the grassroots of why we play the game, and where a many of
us started.
It is one of the few junior friendly and beginner friendly venues remaining in
Singapore, with recent closures in Singapore at Jurong Executive and NSRCC
Executive Golf Courses a few years back. Mandai is a leisurely walk, with small
greens, it provides golfers with a good test of their strategy and approach shots.
With ease of access on the course and a great little short game area for training, the
focus is going to be on these aspects of the game. Even our Rules Workshops will be
done on the golf course, a much more memorable experience compared to the
teaching room set up that we have been accustomed to. Welcome to the jungle!

A view from the Driving Range bays
at Mandai Executive

Welcome our New Pro, Tan Jun Hao
We are excited about the introduction of our new
coach, Tan Jun Hao, to our coaching team. Jun Hao
has come from humble beginnings, living the typical
junior golf life of a junior golfer in Singapore back
when he was much younger, 15-20 years ago, but then
took a very long break from the game to study, do his
NS and to work.
However, something deep inside of him drew him back
to the game of golf, the game that he so loved. So a
few years back he decided to really go for it with
gusto. His game went from strength to strength and
just early this year, he went for his first SPGA Pro
Test here in Singapore and made it through.
Tremendous achievement.

Be More Comfortable
Knowing the Rules
We will conduct Open Rules of
Golf Workshops on course at
Mandai for new golfers, an
evening slot at 6pm until dark.

Phil Brew with Jun Hao at Mandai

So here he is, at Mandai, and now would be a great time to take up his promo offer of
20% off our rates for adults. Call Josephine on 97650988 to book Jun Hao now!

The PGA Golf Professional will
take you out, with the pro
playing, hitting some shots,
playing a couple of holes, but
most importantly, explaining
many of the rules and golf
etiquette, the protocols of golf,
on the golf course for you.
Please contact Josephine for
more details. $20 per pax,
minimum of 4 pax to go. We
can do these as often as the
demand is there.
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New Fee Structuring—Promos
As we have begun a new tenure at Mandai Executive, we felt
it necessary to review our lesson rates again.
Junior rates are 20% off from Adult rates and the discount on
package time purchased is simple, for each hour that you
commit to in a package time block, the discount is 1% off for
every hour of time that you committed to. For example, a
10-hr commitment would be 10% off what buying 10 lessons
of 1-hr at an adhoc basis. A 3-hr commitment would be 3%
off what buying 3 hourly rates adhoc. The rates listed in the
table to the left have their discounts calculated already.
Lesson rates at NSRCC have not changed.
We do have special promotions from time to time so please
keep your eyes out for those. The promos until 31st Dec
2018 at Mandai are:
Table of Lesson Rates for Mandai Executive ONLY

 Tan Jun Hao—new coach—20% off Adult Rates
 Gary Tan—10% off Adult Rates

Kranji Sanctuary—On Course, Short Game and
Putting Lessons—AN ADDED OPTION FOR YOU!
Kranji is a great place to relax and enjoy your golfing experience.
For training, we love it, we can really focus on these aspects of
your game without distractions. It is the quality of the time that
we appreciate, as the facilities are top notch and typically Kranji is
quiet, allowing for better learning experiences.
All our coaches are allowed to teach at Kranji, so let us know if that
is what you want and we can make the necessary arrangements.
Whilst the access to get on course at Mandai is convenient,
sometimes it is also nice to train on a bigger golf course. We have
teaching flights in the evening slots for on course training,
accompanied with one of our coaches.
Call Josephine for more information on 97650988.
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